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AbstractWe present new algorithms for simulating Bose{Einstein correlationsamong �nal-state bosons in an event generator. The algorithms are all basedon introducing Bose{Einstein correlations as a shift of �nal-state momentaamong identical bosons, and di�er only in the way energy and momentumconservation is ensured. The bene�ts and shortcomings of this approach,that may be viewed as a local reweighting strategy, is compared to the onesof recently proposed algorithms involving global event reweighting.We use the new algorithms to improve on our previous study of the e�ectsof Bose{Einstein correlations on the W mass measurement at LEP 2. Theintrinsic uncertainty could be as high as 100 MeV but is probably reduced tothe order of 30 MeV with realistic experimental reconstruction procedures.



1 IntroductionMost of the particles produced in hadronic events are pions, and as such theyobey Bose statistics. One therefore expects an enhancement of the productionof identical particles at small momentum separation, relative to what uncorrelatedproduction would have lead to [1]. The shape of the enhancement curve reects thesize of the space{time region over which particle production occurs and the mecha-nism of particle production. Measurements of Bose{Einstein (BE) e�ects thereforedirectly test our understanding of QCD, in a way very much complementary toother QCD studies.Unfortunately, the nice basic idea has complications. We do not have a solutionof nonperturbative QCD even for the case of nonidentical particles, let alone foridentical ones. Thus we do not know how to write down the amplitudes that,when symmetrized, should lead to a BE enhancement. That is, theoretical studieshave to be based on models, and so shortcomings in comparisons with data maybe di�cult to localize. From the experimental point of view, the extraction ofan unbiased BE enhancement curve is impossible, since there is no access to analternative world not obeying BE statistics but otherwise the same. Referencesamples can be de�ned in various ways, but all su�er from limitations.That notwithstanding, studies of multihadronic events show clear evidence ofBE enhancements [2{4]. If the enhancement of the two-particle correlation isparametrized in the phenomenological formf2(Q) = 1 + � exp(�Q2R2) ; (1)one �nds � � 1 and R � 0:5 fm in hadronic e+e� annihilation events. Here Q isthe relative di�erence in four-momenta, Q2 = Q212 = �(p1 � p2)2 = m212 � 4m2.The � � 1 value refers to production at the primary vertex; decays of long-livedresonances and other dilution e�ects lead to the observable values typically beingmore like 0.2{0.3. The R parameter does not have to have a simple interpretation,but can be identi�ed with a source radius in geometrical models [5].One interesting question is whether BE correlations only a�ect our understandingof QCD, or whether it has wider implications. In a previous publication [6] weinvestigated possible BE e�ects on the W-mass measurement at LEP 2. Suche�ects can be expected in the purely hadronic channel because the space{timeregions of hadronization of the two W bosons are overlapping. Using an algorithmwhich models BE correlations in the Pythia [7] event generator in terms of a`�nal-state interaction' between identical bosons, we found that the e�ects on themeasured mass in the purely hadronic channel, also called the four-jet channel, m4jW,may be very large. Although the algorithm had some shortcomings, it was the �rstserious attempt to estimate this e�ect and still represents a thought-provoking1



`worst case' scenario indicating a systematic uncertainty of more than 100 MeV onm4jW.Since our �rst publication, several other studies have been performed [8{12], givingsmall or vanishing e�ects on m4jW. Contrary to our approach, these new algorithmsare mainly based on a global reweighting of events to obtain the observed correla-tions between identical bosons. It is often argued that such algorithms are more`theoretically appealing' than the local reweighting perspective that is implicit inour momentum shifting strategy. As we point out in [6] and also stress in thispaper, this need not be the case: the global reweighting philosophy can give un-expected and unphysical side e�ect. We cannot therefore today claim that thereis one `best' recipe. As long as these uncertainties persist, we cannot exclude asigni�cant systematic shift on m4jW.It may, however, be possible to use other experimental observables than m4jW to ruleout one or several models. One such observable is presented by DELPHI [13]. Bya clever combination of semi-leptonic and fully hadronic events, they can isolatethe BE e�ects due to correlations between pions from di�erent W bosons. Thestatistics is rather small, and so does not really discriminate between models, butit is still interesting that DELPHI �nds no trace of such BE e�ects. RecentlyALEPH came to the same conclusion [14]. Should these results survive an increasein statistics, it would require a revision of our current understanding of such BEe�ects and would surely rule out a signi�cant shift of m4jW by this source. It wouldfavour a scenario where the W+ and W� systems appear as uncorrelated sourcesof particle production, in spite of their space{time overlap. While the (lack of) BEenhancement does not directly probe other possible sources of mass shifts, such ascolour rearrangement [16,17], a null result would make it plausible that also theseother sources are negligible. From J/ production in B meson decay we know thatthe colour rearrangement mechanism does exist, however, so conclusions have tobe drawn with care.The main problem with the the algorithm we presented in [6] is that energy con-servation is explicitly broken in the treatment of individual particle pairs, and isrestored only by a global rescaling of all �nal-state hadron momenta. This rescalingintroduces an arti�cial negative shift in m4jW, and a rather cumbersome correctionscheme is needed to unfold the positive shift due to BE e�ects. Therefore it wasnot feasible to study the consequences of realistic experimental reconstruction pro-cedures. In this paper we present four new algorithms, all variations of the samebasic `�nal-state-interaction' approach, where not only momentum but also energyconservation is handled locally. The algorithms are presented in detail in section3. Before that, however, we have a discussion in section 2 on the understandingand modelling of the BE phenomenon in general, to clarify some of the concep-tual issues, in particular the reasons for us to pick a local approach to the BEphenomenon. In section 4 we present some results using our new algorithms, and2



�nally, we present our conclusions in section 5.2 Models and data for the BE phenomenonAs already emphasized in the introduction, we do not know how to include theBE phenomenon in descriptions of hadron production in high-energy interactions.In this sense, whatever is currently done has the character of `cookbook' recipes,and should be taken with a pinch of salt. This does not mean that all approacheshave to be put on an equal footing: the level of sophistication and the measure ofinternal consistency can easily vary between models.2.1 Global vs. local BE weightsA possible characterization of models is in terms of `global' and `local'. In globalmodels a BE weight WBE can be associated with each individual event. Moreprecisely, it is assumed that a model exists for particle production in the absenceof Bose statistics, that can be used to draw an unbiased sample of events. In orderto include BE e�ects, each such unbiased event obtains a weight that is the ratioof the squared matrix elements of the production process with and without BE,respectively. The art is then to derive as plausible matrix elements as possible,so that the ratio can be evaluated with some con�dence. The hope is that a lotof our ignorance should divide out in the ratio, so that we do not need absoluteknowledge of nonperturbative QCD to make some realistic predictions for WBE.The word `global' is used to denote the character of the weighting procedure, inthe sense that one weight is assigned to the event as a whole, rather than to aspeci�c particle pair. The terminology is not intended to reect the character ofthe BE phenomenon as such, which normally is assumed to be local in (�x;�p)space. Thus the global weight is typically built up as the product or sum offactors/terms that each by itself is of local character. The introduction of a globalweight still leaves the door open for intentional or spurious BE e�ects of a non-localcharacter; e.g., the strength of the BE enhancement in one region of an event couldbe inuenced by the total multiplicity in the rest of the event.A global weight can be given di�erent interpretations. Often it is viewed as amultiplicative factor a�ecting the production rate of a given �nal state. In suchapproaches, there are some well-established experimental facts that have to betaken into consideration. Main among those is that the width of the Z0 resonanceagrees extremely well with the perturbative predictions of the standard model [15].If indeed there is a global BE weight WBE for each event, such that�totalZ = �leptonicZ + �invisible(�)Z + �hadronic;perturbativeZ � hWBEi (2)3



then hWBEi = 1 to a precision much better than 1%. This immediately excludesmodels where weights always are above unity, since a reweighting of events only atthe per cent level could not explain the order unity BE enhancements in the data.Although precision is highest for �Z, some other related conclusions can be drawnfrom other data. The hWBEi cannot be a function of energy, since R = �(e+e� !hadrons)=�(e+e� ! �+��) agrees with perturbative predictions over a wide rangeof energies. It also cannot be a function of initial quark avour, since the b quarkfraction of Z0 decays agrees with electroweak theory. It appears implausible thatBE weights could change the relative composition of partonic states, since boththe distribution in number of jets and in angles between jets agree very well withperturbative QCD predictions, also when based on an �s determined from otherprocesses. In passing, we note that BE e�ects among the perturbative gluonsare signi�cantly reduced by the existence of eight di�erent colour states and areexpected to be negligible.Finally, the hadronic multiplicity varies as a function of energy and primary avour,so the weight cannot be a function of the multiplicity in a direct way. Implicitly itwould still be, of course, in the sense that a larger multiplicity for �xed energy andavour means particles are packed closer in phase space on the average, i.e. pairshave lower Q values. The increase of the average multiplicity with energy couldthen be viewed as reecting an increase in the phase space available for particleproduction, with unchanged average particle density in this phase space [18].As we shall see, several models based on global weights have di�culties in accom-modating these experimental observations. From a theoretical point of view, allthe observations are naturally explained by them having a common origin in thefactorization property of QCD [19]. Simply put, factorization tells that nonpertur-bative physics cannot inuence the hard perturbative phase, or at least that anysuch corrections have to be suppressed by powers of 1=Q2, where Q here denotesthe energy scale of the perturbative process. This may be viewed as a naturalconsequence of the time-ordering of the process, where �rst the Z0 decays to aqq pair, which then may emit further partons that stretch con�ning colour �elds,strings [20], between themselves. The hadron production from the string piecesonly occurs at time scales of a few fermi in the center of the event, and even laterfor the faster particles. By this time it is `too late' to inuence the original selectionof q avour or (early) partonic cascade, but instead the hadronization process islikely to proceed with unit probability to some �nal state.Whereas many models with global weights break factorization, the ones with localweights take factorization as their starting point. A parton con�guration, oncegiven by the perturbative rules, is �xed. Any weighting that enhances some frag-mentation histories must, in exact balance, deplete others with the same partoncon�guration. Furthermore, the R � 0:5 fm value indicates that the BE e�ect4



occurs predominantly on a local scale, a�ecting particles that are produced fairlynearby along the string. Therefore, in the local models, it is assumed that thehadronization at one end of the string occurs (almost) independently of that atthe other end. This is already part of the standard string fragmentation approach,without BE, as a natural consequence of causality. The acausality e�ects of theBE phenomenon are assumed to spread over distances of the order of R, in realitymaybe some few fm, but still small compared with the total size of the fragmentingsystem at LEP energies. It is therefore assumed meaningless to de�ne a weight thatattempts to bring together information about widely separated parts of the event.Instead the local weight strategy is based on applying a reweighting procedure foreach pair of identical particles in a way that only a�ects the local neighbourhood ofthe pair. In practice, the BE phenomenon becomes reduced to a kind of �nal-stateinteraction: the BE reweighting is a modest perturbation on events that, by andlarge, are given by the no-BE scenario. This does not have to mean that underlyingphysics is that of a �nal-state interaction, only that the algorithms for local weightscan be made more tractable when reformulated in those terms. Speci�cally, eventsgenerated without BE e�ects can be perturbed, by shifts in the momenta of theparticles, in such a way as to give the desired two-particle correlations [6,21]. Thisprocedure can be applied event by event, with unit probability.It should be clear to the reader that we lean towards the local weigh approachrather than the global weight one, since we do take the experimental data andtheoretical dogma of factorization seriously. However, having said that, it mustbe admitted that the principles of local weights does leave room for alternativeand arbitrary choices, e.g. as to how energy and momentum is conserved locally.It is this arbitrariness that will be studied in the subsequent sections. The globalweight approach does not have the corresponding problem, since the reweightingis automatically between con�gurations that all have the same energy and mo-mentum. Currently the choice is therefore between the global models, that have amore appealing implementation but often contradict our current understanding ofQCD, and the local ones, that have a more sound basis in the factorization prop-erties of QCD but lead to rather ugly technical tricks. The distance between theideal model and the algorithms actually used may therefore be larger in the localapproach. Speci�cally, what is studied in this paper is a set of local algorithmsrather than the local concept as such.It is possible to construct models intermediate to the pure `global' and `local'extremes. In one existing model [11] factorization is ensured by always retaininga parton con�guration, once it has been selected according to the perturbativerules. Only the subsequent hadronization step is assigned a weight, and repeateduntil accepted by standard Monte Carlo procedure. Also BE e�ects in decays areconsidered separately from the main reweighting loop. Thus the global weightaspects are minimized. 5



2.2 MultiplicitiesA measure of our ignorance of the BE phenomenon is that we do not know whetherit is supposed to change the multiplicity distribution of events or not. That is,does the `BE bump' at small momentum separation Q values correspond to anextra number of particles in the event, that would not have been there in a worldwithout Bose statistics? In thermal �eld theory one can prove that f2(Q) � 1everywhere [22], which would indicate that BE indeed does increase the averagemultiplicity, or at least changes the multiplicity distribution to favour the high-multiplicity tail. However, the �eld theoretical de�nition of f2(Q) cannot be di-rectly applied to e+e� events, so already for this reason it is di�cult to draw anyconclusions. Furthermore, one of the necessary assumptions is that extra particlescan be produced at no cost in energy/momentum/charge/avour conservation.This may be a sensible approximation for the central rapidity region of heavy-ioncollisions at very high energies (and even so it turns out to be problematical toimplement BE models [23]), but has little to do with our understanding of physicsin e+e� annihilation. Rather, a model like the string one implies that particle pro-duction is based on local avour conservation, so that e.g. two positively chargedparticles could not appear as nearest neighbours in rank. The string tension of1 GeV/fm also sets the scale for how closely particles can be produced. There istherefore no logical need to assume a BE change of multiplicity. Just like ordinaryfragmentation contains multiplicity uctuations, however, one could imagine thatthe BE mechanism favours the uctuations towards higher multiplicities; this isparticularly compelling in scenarios with global BE weights always above unity.The data does not settle the issue. As conventionally presented, the BE enhance-ment at small Q is compensated by a dip of C2(Q) below unity at intermediateQ. (In the following, we use C2(Q) for the measured two-particle correlation andf2(Q) for the theory input.) This behaviour is well `predicted' in our momentumshift algorithm, i.e. it involves no free parameters but comes from the formalism.In this sense, there is no case for a multiplicity change. However, experimentalanalyses are normally based on a reference sample for the imagined no-BE worldpicked to have the same multiplicity as the data. By de�nition, one thus assumesno multiplicity change, and the dip at intermediate Q is a logical consequence ofthis assumption. In model-independent �ts, it is necessary to include a factor likeN(1 + kQ) (with k > 0 and N < 1), in addition to the form of eq. (1), to de-scribe the data. Such a factor has no simple interpretation in formalisms basedon global weights always above unity. However, if one plays with the main `b'parameter of the Lund longitudinal fragmentation function [20] to create a MonteCarlo no-BE reference world with a lower-than-real multiplicity, the need for theN(1 + kQ) factor vanishes for a multiplicity �12% lower than the data [24]. TheC2(Q) still drops below unity at very large Q, but this is an inevitable consequence6



of energy conservation and not in contradiction with weights always above unity.Finally, models with global weights both above and below unity can explain theexperimental dip at intermediate Q as part of the weight variation but, dependingon the details of the weight distribution, could additionally need to invoke someglobal multiplicity change. Any answer between 0 and �12% multiplicity changethus seems perfectly feasible to accommodate from an experimental point of view,depending on the model used to interpret the data.One should also note what is not found in the data. The BE e�ect, especially for BEweights assumed everywhere above unity, could be expected to lead to `runaway'situations where an event or a region of an event consists almost entirely of �0'sor ��'s, since this would maximize the event weight. No signals for larger-than-expected uctuations of this nature have been found in the data, indicating thatthe no-BE picture of uncorrelated avour production at adjacent string breakupvertices (modulo some technical complications included in realistic event genera-tors) is a good �rst approximation. However, we would welcome further studies,to quantify how big such e�ects could still be allowed by the data.A perfectly plausible scenario is thus that BE e�ects do not change the particlenumber or composition of events, but only relative momentum separation betweenparticles. This is the assumption pursued in our local scenarios.2.3 Local approachesAbove we have argued for a local scenario, wherein all the major properties of theevent can be given without any reference to the BE phenomenon. The BE e�ect isthen introduced as a perturbation. This gives a large formal similarity with �nal-state interactions, although the underlying physics may well be di�erent. Anyway,this similarity allows for a more tractable approach to the simulation of BE e�ects.The algorithm presented in [6] takes the hadrons produced by the string frag-mentation in Jetset, where no BE e�ects are present, and shifts slightly themomenta of mesons so that the inclusive distribution of the relative separation Qof identical pairs is enhanced by a factor f2(Q), e.g. of the form of eq. (1). Mak-ing the ansatz that the original distribution in Q is just given by phase space,d3p=E / Q2dQ2=pQ2 + 4m2, an appropriate shift �Q for a given pair with sepa-ration Q can be given byZ Q0 q2dqpq2 + 4m2 = Z Q+�Q0 f2(Q) q2dqpq2 + 4m2 : (3)For an arbitrary f2(Q) � 1, �Q is negative and pairs are pulled closer together. Thepair density does not increase as fast as phase space implies once Q is larger thanthe typical transverse momentum spread of the string fragmentation. This leads7



to the generated C2(Q) dropping below unity at intermediate Q and approachingunity from below for large Q, see [6] for details. The choice of not using the actualphase space density is a deliberate one; we believe that the deviations from apure phase space distribution of particles and the assumption of a conserved totalmultiplicity should have repercussions in terms of the output C2(Q) not agreeingwith the input f2(Q).The translation of �Q into a change in particle momenta is not unique. Since theinvariant mass of a pair is changed, it is not possible to simultaneously conserveboth energy and momentum, and so compromises are necessary. We have chosento conserve three-momentum in the frame where the algorithm is applied. For agiven pair of particles i and j the change is p0i = pi + �pji , p0j = pj + �pij, with�pji + �pij = 0, and we simply take �pji = c(pj � pi) corresponding to pullingthe particles closer along the line connecting them in the current frame. In [6] wealso tried other strategies, such as conserving energy rather than momentum, andshifting the momenta of a pair in their rest frame, but we found that our resultswere not very sensitive to such choices.A given particle is likely to belong to several pairs. If the momentum shifts aboveare carried out in some speci�c order, the end result will depend on this order.Instead all pairwise shifts are evaluated on the basis of the original momentumcon�guration, and only afterwards is each momentum pi shifted to p0i = pi +Pj 6=i �pji . That is, the net shift is the composant of all potential shifts due tothe complete con�guration of identical particles. This means that the pair ansatzis strictly valid only for large source radii, when the BE-enhanced region in Q issmall, so that the momentum shift of each particle receives contributions only fromvery few nearby identical particles. For normal-sized radii, R � 0:5 fm, the methodintroduces complex e�ects among triplets and higher multiplets of nearby identicalparticles, which (together with the phase space ansatz discussed above) is reectedboth in changes between the input f2(Q) and the �nal output C2(Q) [6, 25] andin the emergence of non-trivial higher-order correlations. The latter actually agreequalitatively with such data [26].Short-lived resonances like � and K� are allowed to decay before the BE procedureis applied, while more long-lived ones are not a�ected. This leads to a shift in the�0 mass peak, something also observed in the data [27].The above procedure preserves the total momentum, while the shift of particlepairs towards each other reduces the total energy. For a Z0 ! qq event this shiftis typically a few hundred MeV, and so is small in relation to the Z0 mass. Inpractice, the mismatch has been removed by a rescaling of all three-momenta bya common factor (very close to unity). As a consequence, also the Q values arechanged by about the same small amount, whether the pairs are at low or at highmomenta. That is, the local changes due to the energy conservation constraint8



have been minimized by spreading the corrections globally.By and large, the very simple ansatz above gives an amazingly good account ofBE phenomenology in e+e� annihilation, including many genuine predictions. Inaddition to what has already been mentioned, one could note the variation oflongitudinal, out and sideways �tted radii as a function of the transverse mass of apair [30]. Some of these agreements may be coincidental, or trivial consequences ofany reasonable BE implementation, but at least e+e� data so far has not revealedany basic aw in the simple original version of the local approach.By contrast, in pp data the UA1 and E735 collaborations have observed thatthe � parameter decreases and the R parameter increases with increasing particledensity [28]. Neither behaviour follows naturally from our approach, although itcould be argued that �nal-state interactions at least would be consistent with anincreasing radius of `decoupling' for larger multiplicities. Above we have attemptedto explain our momentum-shifting strategy as being motivated more by a localreweighting philosophy than a �nal-state interaction one, in order to highlightsimilarities and di�erences with global weight schemes. In view of the pp data itmight be prudent not to close the door on both e�ects being present in the data,and hopefully both being approximated by our algorithm.The agreement with e+e� data does not mean that the method is free of objections[3,29]. The deterministic nature of the momentum shift algorithm does not go wellwith the basic quantum mechanical nature of the problem, and is likely to meanthat a potential source of event-to-event uctuations is lost. The selected inputform of f2(Q), like in eq. (1), is not coming from any �rst principles, and � andR are two free parameters. It could be argued that � = 1 is a natural value, andthat a transverse BE radius R � 0:5 fm is about the transverse size of the stringitself, but it is not at all clear why a similar Gaussian form and radius shouldapply for the longitudinal degree of freedom. This would require a detailed studyand understanding of the microscopic history of the event (as is o�ered in someglobal models [11, 31, 32]). Possibly it would then turn out that the shape usedis reasonable on the average, even when a poor approximation for the individualevent. For instance, the space{time history of string fragmentation gives, on theaverage, a coordinate separation of two particle production vertices proportional tothe momentum di�erence between the particles. The Q2 factor of f2(Q) could thenbe reinterpreted as being �x ��p, and the longitudinal R related to longitudinalfragmentation parameters. However, the relation �x / �p su�ers from largeuctuations in the actual string histories, that are now completely neglected.Another set of possible complications comes from the assumption that the BEphenomenon is the same in quark and gluon jets, in spite of the more complicatedspace-time structure of particle production in the gluon jets, cf. the following model.Our local scheme is here based on the simplest possible picture and, as for several9



of the aspects covered above (spherical source, no input three-particle correlation,. . . ), one could imagine more complicated variants of the local ansatz.2.4 Global approachesWhereas the local approach to the BE phenomenon only has been developed byus, many global algorithms have been proposed. It would carry too far to describeall, but we here would like to comment on a few of them, with special emphasis onthose that have been used to study the issue of a m4jW shift.The probably most sophisticated global approach is the one originally proposed byAndersson and Hofmann [31] and further developed by Andersson and Ringn�er [32].Here the fragmentation process is associated with a matrix elementM = exp(i�� b=2)A ; (4)where � is the string tension, b is related to the breaking probability per unit areaof the string and hence to the form of the fragmentation function, and A is the totalspace{time area spanned by the string before fragmenting. String histories withdi�erent areas can lead to the same �nal state | the simplest example being thepermutation of the momenta of two identical particles | so nontrivial interferencee�ects are obtained when the amplitudes are added. This can be reformulated interms of an e�ective weightWBE = 1 + XP 0 6=P cos ��Acosh b�A2 + �(Pp2?q)2�2 ! ; (5)where P 0 6= P indicates that the sum should run over all permutations of mo-menta of identical particles, except for the original con�guration itself. The secondterm in the denominator comes from the transverse momentum degrees of free-dom of quark pairs that have to have their transverse momenta reinterpreted bythe permutation, and tends to dampen weights. The area di�erence �A betweentwo string fragmentation histories is, for a simple pair permutation, equal to theproduct of the energy{momentum di�erence and the four-distance between theproduction points. The cosine in the weight numerator means that the f2(Q) dis-tribution is expected to oscillate around unity, while the dampening of the weightdenominator ensures that only the �rst peak and dip are visible in the end. The� and K� decays are treated as if they were part of the string decay itself, sothat the decay products can be symmetrized with primary particles. There aretwo technical complications: �rstly, that an inclusion of all possible permutationswould make the algorithm extremely slow and, secondly, that individual weightscan be negative. The �rst point is ameliorated by a truncation, where only terms10



with a signi�cant impact on results are retained. The latter point is an artifact ofthe algorithm and not a real problem.The algorithm gives a good description of two-jet data, as far as it can be tested.However, it does give an average weight of about 1.2, that has to be divided out byhand. It is the oscillations of the weight function that gives it a value close to unity,with the actual number rather sensitive to fragmentation model parameters [33].No clear physics interpretation is o�ered of the average weight, e.g. in the contextof the Z0 width. It has not been studied whether the algorithm gives a change inthe jet number or primary avour composition.Technical complications means that the generalization of the model to three-jetevents is less well studied. One consequence of the model is that a gluon jet isexpected to contain less BE correlations than a quark one: the gluon fragmentationinvolves two string pieces, so that the distance between two particle productionvertices, in absolute numbers or de�ned in terms of �A, is larger than implied bythe momentum di�erence. In our local approach the full space{time hadronizationhistory is not used, so this aspect is not caught. Therefore one obtains di�erencesbetween models, although they may be di�cult to observe [33].The model of Todorova{Nov�a and Rame�s [11] contains a global weight, but its im-portance is limited, so as to emphasize the local character of the BE phenomenon.In a �rst step, a parton con�guration is selected according to conventional pertur-bative probabilities. In the second step, the partons are hadronized according tothe string model, from which the production vertices of hadrons can be extracted.An event weight is given byWBE = 1 + Xall pairs cos(�x ��p) � ��2 � j�x ��pj� ; (6)where the cosine factor comes from wave function symmetrization and the � stepfunction ensures that only small �x��p contribute. Also three-particle correlationsare included in a similar spirit. Only primary �, K, � and ! particles, produceddirectly from the string, are included in the global weight. The number of primaryparticles of each species being rather small | e.g. about 16% of the chargedpions are directly produced | the weight uctuations are manageably small. Thesecond step is iterated, i.e. the same parton con�guration is re-hadronized, until theweighting procedure gives acceptance. This reweighting does shift the multiplicitiesof produced particles, but rather modestly. Particles from resonances (includingshort-lived ones like the �) are not part of the global weight. Instead, in thethird step, decay kinematics is selected according to a probability distribution thatfollows the correlation function.Kartvelishvili, Kvatadze and M�ller have studied several models [9]. The most11



extreme is a global weightWBE = Yall pairsn1 + � exp(�Q2R2)o ; (7)which then gives an average weight much above unity, an increased average multi-plicity (that can be tuned away), a much increased three-jet fraction and a reducedfraction of Z0 ! bb decays. Since this is unacceptable, di�erent rescaling schemesfor the global weights are introduced. One is based on a suppression by a con-stant factor for each pair, another on normalizing to a weight also involving pairsof non-identical particles. Alternatively the pair weight in eq. (7) is modi�ed to1 + cos(�QR)= cosh(QR) with � = 1:15. These modi�cations reduce the problemsnoted above but do not solve them; additionally the rescalings are completely adhoc and are given no physics explanation.The model of Jadach and Zalewski [8] is based on a subdivision of the event intoclusters of identical particles, to which a particle can belong only if it has a neigh-bour within a distance Q < 0:2 GeV. This cut is very visible in the �nal BE dis-tribution, but is probably required to keep the clusters of tractable size. A weight,always above unity, is de�ned for each cluster, and a global event weight by theproduct of cluster weights. Since the multiplicity is increased by the reweighting,the weights are rescaled by a factor raised to the total pion multiplicity to bring theaverage multiplicity back. A further common factor is needed to bring the weightsto an average of unity. Also the jet multiplicity then comes out about right, butissues such as the avour composition in Z0 decays have not been studied. Theaverage multiplicity of a W pair is about 4% higher than the sum of two separateW's.Fia lkowski and Wit employ a global weight that contains a sum of all possiblepermutations among identical particles. To retain a tractable number of termsto evaluate, the procedure is cut short at permutations involving at most �veparticles. Studies with cuts at lower values indicate that the procedure, at least forthe inclusive BE distribution, should have converged by then. Weights are alwaysabove unity and tend to push up the multiplicity distribution. As above, a factorraised to the total pion multiplicity is used to restore the average multiplicity andanother common factor applied to produce correct average weight. The possibilitiesof a change in the avour composition of Z0 decays or of the jet multiplicity havenot been studied.Several other algorithms based on global weights have also been proposed or studiedrecently [35]. Since these other models have not been used to study the issue ofm4jW, and do not o�er any unique insights in the interpretation of nonunit averageglobal weights, we will not comment on them here.12



2.5 The W mass determinationAt LEP 2 the average space{time separation between the two W decays is less than0.1 fm [16], to be compared with a typical BE radius of around 0.5 fm. When theW's decay to qq pairs, the quarks y apart and stretch strings between themselves.These strings will overlap in the central region, whereas the outer parts will not ingeneral. Only in the case that two partons from di�erent W's travel out in almostthe same direction does the overlap spread also to the outer regions, but mostsuch events would not survive standard selection criteria, used to separate W pairevents from backgrounds such as QCD 3-jets.Any BE e�ects caused by the overlap between the W+ and W� hadronizationsystems should therefore predominantly occur among the centrally produced, low-momentum particles. In this region it may not be possible to speak about separateW+ and W� sources of particle production, but only about one single commonsource. Since the hadrons do not emerge tagged with their origin, the mass de�ni-tion has to be based on an experimental clustering procedure, usually �rst into fourjets and thereafter those paired to the two W's [36]. Possible biases in the detectorand the procedure can be controlled by studying Monte Carlo events generatedwith the W+ and W� hadronization processes decoupled from each other. Theshift in the outcome of the procedure when BE e�ects are included in full is thenwhat we loosely refer to as a `W mass shift'. This does not have to imply that themasses of the W propagators in the perturbative graphs are a�ected. Rather, themain point is that our limited understanding of the BE phenomenon reduces theability to `unfold' the hadronic data to arrive at the partonic picture.In our standard local scenario [6] we found that a mass shift of around or evensomewhat above 100 MeV could not be excluded. On the scale of the desiredexperimental accuracy of maybe 30 MeV [36], as required for precision tests ofthe standard model, this is a large number. However, put in the context of QCDphysics in general, the uncertainty is not exceptional, neither on an absolute noron a relative scale. Speci�cally, for e�ects related to nonperturbative physics,uncertainties of the order of a pion mass or of �QCD are fairly common. We alsofound that the assumed `attractive' form of the BE factor de�ned in eq. (1) leadsto an enhancement of production in the low-momentum region of large overlapbetween the W+ and W� sources, at the expense of somewhat faster particles.The result is that the W mass shift tends to be positive.This kind of mass shift does not have to be unique for the momentum shift methodused in our local approach, but could well arise also in global weight schemes. Justlike in local algorithms, the outcome would depend on model details.First of all, the BE phenomenon could a�ect the interpretation of the W propaga-tors. To see this, it is convenient to start out from the QED case. The lowest-order13



process e+e� ! W+W� ! `+�``0�� 0̀ contains two W masses that are perfectly de-�ned by the momenta of the �nal leptons and neutrinos. If a photon is added tothe �nal state, however, there are six charged particles that could have radiatedit, including all possible interference contributions. The normal experimental pro-cedure would be either to remove the photon altogether (relevent for initial-stateradiation) or to add it to one of the W+ and W� systems. Clearly this is toocoarse an approximation, in particular for photons well away from the collinearregions. So we lose the concept of a unique theoretical or experimental de�nitionof the W masses of a given event. For the totally inclusive W+W� cross sectionthere is a general proof [37] that the radiative interconnection e�ects are suppressedby O(�em�W=mW). The only exception is the Coulomb interaction between twoslowly moving W's. By contrast, di�erential distributions could be distorted onthe level of O(�em). Only in the limit of vanishing W width would one expect torecover a unique theoretical separation of radiation. In QED it is always possiblein principle to calculate the corrections necessary to extract the proper average Wmass from a given experimental procedure. Since complete calculations have notbeen performed, however, some uncertainty may still remain [38].For QCD there is no radiation from the initial state or the W's themselves, butonly from the �nal quarks. Furthermore, colour conservation ensures that thereare no interconnection e�ects to O(�s). The totally inclusive W+W� cross sectionis therefore protected to O(�2s�W=mW) [37]. Again di�erential distributions couldcontain larger e�ects, related to the inability to assign a gluon uniquely to eitherof the W+ and W� systems. This perturbative interconnection is suppressed bypropagator e�ects for energetic gluons, as shown in [16]. In the soft region, wheregluon energies are below the �W scale, the propagator damping is not e�ective,and non-negligible e�ects cannot be excluded.Extrapolating from this, it is not impossible that BE e�ects indeed have reper-cussions on the W propagator description. To the extent one could still speakabout two di�erent sources of particle production, an e�ect to a global weightwould come e.g. from interchanging the production of two identical particles. Thatis, either pion no. 1 is produced by the W+ and pion no. 2 by the W�, or theother way around. Since the two pions have di�erent momenta, in this case onewould actually be considering interference between Feynman graphs with di�erentW propagator masses. Each graph would have to be weighted with the respec-tive perturbative production matrix elements, in addition to the BE weight. Theexchange of two particles of widely di�erent momenta is likely to push some Wpropagator o� the mass shell and so suppress interference terms. For pairs withinthe BE enhancement region, however, the mass shifts will occur at a scale of a fewhundred MeV, where the W propagator weight does not vary so drastically. Thepropagator e�ects are thus not expected to change the picture dramatically, butcould well give some shift of the W mass. Since, to the best of our knowledge,14
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0.40.30.20.10Figure 1: The correlation function for pairs of pions with one pion from each Was a function of Q for two samples of e+e� ! W+W� events at 170 GeV center ofmass energy. The full (dashed) line corresponds to events where the average massof the two W's is above (below) the nominal W-mass. Both curves are normalizedto unity.none of the global models include the W propagators in their weights, this has notbeen put to a quantitative test. Furthermore the hadronization amplitude shouldbe complex, cf. eq. (4), as are the W propagators, something which could furthercomplicate the interference pattern.Another way a mass shift could arise in a global weight model is due to the fact that,for a given total energy, a heavy W will be less boosted away from the interactionpoint than a light one. This means that, for events with high-mass W's, the twofragmentation regions will have a larger overlap. A pair with one pion from eachW is then more likely to be close to each other than in events with light-mass W's,as shown in Fig. 1. Events with heavier W's would thus be given a higher weight(provided the BE weight factor is always above unity), which could introduce amass shift. Also, for a global weight model that does not conserve multiplicity, onewould expect a higher weight for events with heavier W's, since the multiplicityincreases with the mass.In more complicated models, with a single source of particle production, the Wmass concept would be questioned from the onset. However, we do not really knowhow to formulate such models, so all the ones studied to date are based on havinga picture with two separate W's as starting point.In the studies of Andersson and Ringn�er the separation is an essential part of themodel. The matrix element and weight expressions, eqs. (4) and (5), respectively,15



are based on a de�nition of the area spanned by each string. Therefore the weightof a pair of strings is the product of the weight of the respective string. If weightsare rescaled to unity average for a string of any mass, it then follows by de�nitionthat the W mass is una�ected. It has also been shown [12] that e�ects are negligiblysmall, below � 10 MeV, even when the weights are not rescaled. In this case a massshift in principle could come from the variation of the average BE weight with theW mass, so the nonobservation of an e�ect can be reinterpreted in weight terms,but we remind that Z0 and other data in principle exclude this use of nonunitaverage weights.One should here recall the UA1 and E735 studies [28], which showed a decreasing �parameter with increasing multiplicity density. This would arise quite naturally iflarge multiplicities were a consequence of having many strings in an event [39], withno BE cross-talk between strings. The simultaneous observation of an increasingBE radius R could be used to argue for the existence of cross-talk, however, so itmay be premature to use UA1/E735 data as argument against a W mass shift.The studies of Todorova{Nov�a and Rame�s [11] also give a null result, within thestatistical uncertainty of � 10 MeV. This holds both for the average mass and a�tted mass peak value. Like in the previous model, the primary particle produc-tion factorizes into two sources by default. The `theory' classi�cation of particlesinto two groups would then still give unchanged masses. Several alternative sce-narios were tried, checking for e�ects coming from misassigned particles and froma possible breaking of factorization, but none of them gives signi�cant e�ects.Kartvelishvili, Kvatadze and M�ller do �nd a W mass shift with their methods [9],where the BE weight of an event is truly global, i.e. is not just the product of twoseparate weights but also contains cross-terms with one particle in a pair from eachW. The shift in the average mass ranges between 20 and 75 MeV at 175 GeV andbetween 34 and 92 MeV at 192 GeV for the models studied. However, the authorsnote that the use of an average mass shift may be partly misleading, since typicalexperimental procedures are based on a �t to a central mass peak, so that thewings of the Breit-Wigners are suppressed in relative importance compared witha straight averaging. Within such a �tting procedure, the mass shift is still therebut never larger than about 15 MeV, i.e. on an acceptable level.Jadach and Zalewski, on the other hand, do not �nd a signi�cant mass shift atall [8]: any possible signal is below the statistical error of 12 MeV. Again this isbased on a �t to the mass peak. The model is reminiscent of one alternative studiedby the previous authors, but uses a BE radius R of 1 fm rather than the 0.5 fmused there. Since the BE-a�ected phase space volume is reduced by an increasedR, and since the cut Q < 0:2 GeV gives a further reduction, there does not appearto be any contradiction between these two studies [9].Also Fia lkowski and Wit fail to �nd a signi�cant mass shift, and quote a limit of16



20 MeV [10]. Their Fig. 2 shows a very notable change of the shape of the Wmass spectrum, however. The peak rate is reduced, while the rate in the wingsis increased. This may indicate that the weight rescaling procedure is too simple-minded.Even with the wings removed, the �tted W width is increased by 58 MeV whenBE e�ects are included [40]. Since the �tting error is of the order of 30 MeV, theresult would seem barely statistically signi�cant. However, a visual inspection oftheir Fig. 2 leaves little doubt that the peak is broadened by BE, so the qualitativepicture is not in question even if the exact number may be. If this broadeningis another manifestation of weight rescaling imperfections then any results on theaverage W mass can hardly be trusted. If, on the other hand, it is a genuineconsequence of the model, then it is in itself an even more interesting phenomenonthan a shift of the peak position, and much simpler to study experimentally. Alsothe studies of Jadach and Zalewski give a �tted W width that increases with theinclusion of BE e�ects, by about the same amount as above [8]. Here, however, itis less easy to see from the curves in the paper whether this is a real phenomenonor just a uke of the �tting procedure. For the other global models we have noinformation. More studies by the respective authors are here certainly called for,and below we report on results for our models.In summary, we thus see that there is no unique answer. Many null results havebeen obtained, but also some nonzero ones. Some of the models may change themeasurable W width even if the average W mass is una�ected. Obviously, toclaim that the problem has `gone away', it is not enough to �nd one method thatgive negligible mass or width shifts: one must �nd some reason to exclude everymodel that give uncomfortable values. We are not there yet. However, some of thecriticism of our original study should be taken seriously, and below we study a fewpossible improvements.3 New local algorithmsProbably the largest weakness of our local approach is the issue how to conservethe total four-momentum. The procedure described in section 2.3 preserves three-momentum locally, but at the expense of not conserving energy. The subsequentrescaling of all momenta by a common factor (in the rest frame of the event) torestore energy conservation is purely ad hoc. For studies of a single Z0 decay, itcan plausibly be argued that such a rescaling does minimal harm. The same neednot hold for a pair of resonances. Indeed, studies [6] show that this global rescalingscheme, which we will denote BE0, introduces an arti�cial negative shift in m4jW,making it di�cult (although doable) to study the true BE e�ects in this case. Thisis one reason to consider alternatives. 17



The global rescaling is also running counter to our original starting point that BEe�ects should be local. To be more speci�c, we assume that the energy density ofthe string is a �xed quantity. To the extent that a pair of particles have their four-momenta slightly shifted, the string should act as a `commuting vessel', providingthe di�erence to other particles produced in the same local region of the string.What this means in reality is still not completely speci�ed, so further assumptionsare necessary. In the following we discuss four possible algorithms, whereof thelast two are based strictly on the local conservation aspect above, while the �rsttwo are attempting a slightly di�erent twist to the locality concept. All are basedon calculating an additional shift �rlk for some pairs of particles, where particlesk and l need not be identical bosons. In the end each particle momentum willthen be shifted to p0i = pi +Pj 6=i �pji +�Pk 6=i �rki , with the parameter � adjustedseparately for each event so that the total energy is conserved.In the �rst approach we emulate the criticism of the global event weight methodswith weights always above unity, as being intrinsically unstable. It appears moreplausible that weights uctuate above and below unity. For instance, the simplepair symmetrization weight is 1 + cos(�x ��p), with the 1 + � exp(�Q2R2) formonly obtained after integration over a Gaussian source. Non-Gaussian sources giveoscillatory behaviours, e.g. the conventional Kopylov{Podgoretski�� parametriza-tion for particle production from a spherical surface [41]. The global model byAndersson, Hofmann and Ringn�er is an example of weights above as well as belowunity. In this case the oscillations contain the cos(�x � �p) behaviour dampenedby further factors at large values.If weights above unity correspond to a shift of pairs towards smaller relative Qvalues, the below-unity weights instead give a shift towards larger Q. One thereforeis lead to a picture where very nearby identical particles are shifted closer, thosesomewhat further are shifted apart, those even further yet again shifted closer,and so on. Probably the oscillations dampen out rather quickly, as indicated bothby data and by the global model studies. We therefore simplify by simulatingonly the �rst peak and dip. Furthermore, to include the desired damping andto make contact with our normal generation algorithm (for simplicity), we retainthe Gaussian form, but the standard f2(Q) = 1 + � exp(�Q2R2) is multiplied bya further factor 1 + �� exp(�Q2R2=9). The factor 1=9 in the exponential, i.e. afactor 3 di�erence in the Q variable, is consistent with data and also with what onemight expect from a dampened cos form, but should be viewed more as a simpleansatz than having any deep meaning.In the algorithm, which we denote BE3, �rji is then non-zero only for pairs ofidentical bosons, and is calculated in the same way as �pji , with the additionalfactor 1=9 in the exponential. As explained above, the �rji shifts are then scaled bya common factor � that ensures total energy conservation. It turns out that theaverage � needed is � �0:2. The negative sign is exactly what we want to ensure18



that �rji corresponds to shifting a pair apart, while the order of � is consistentwith the expected increase in the number of a�ected pairs when a smaller e�ectiveradius R=3 is used. One shortcoming of the method, as implemented here, is thatthe input f2(0) is not quite 2 for � = 1 but rather (1 + �)(1 + ��) � 1:6. Thiscould be solved by starting o� with an input � somewhat above unity.The second algorithm, denoted BE23, is a modi�cation of the BE3 form intendedto give C2(0) = 1 + �. The ansatz isf2(Q) = n1 + � exp(�Q2R2)o n1 + �� exp(�Q2R2=9) �1� exp(�Q2R2=4)�o ;(8)which is again applied only to identical pairs. The combinationexp(�Q2R2=9) (1� exp(�Q2R2=4)) can be viewed as a Gaussian, smeared-out representation of the �rst dip of the cos function. As a technical trick,the �rji are found as in the BE3 algorithm and thereafter scaled down by the1�exp(�Q2R2=4) factor. (This procedure does not quite reproduce the formalismof eq. (3), but comes su�ciently close for our purpose, given that the ansatz formin itself is somewhat arbitarary.) One should note that, even with the aboveimprovement relative to the BE3 scheme, the observable two-particle correlationis lower at small Q than in the BE0 algorithm, so some further tuning of � couldbe required. In this scheme, h�i � �0:25.It is interesting to note that the `tuning' of � for energy conservation could haveits analogue in global event weight algorithms. As we have noted above, a globalweight would have to have an average value of unity to agree with theory anddata, and this could be achieved (brute-force) by tuning the form of the weightexpression appropriately. While our � is tuned event by event, the correspondingshape parameter(s) in global weight schemes would be tuned separately for eachpartonic con�guration. To the extent that global weights start out close to anaverage of unity, the required tuning would be rather modest.In the other two schemes, the original form of f2(Q) is retained, and the energyis instead conserved by picking another pair of particles that are shifted apartappropriately. That is, for each pair of identical particles i and j, a pair of non-identical particles, k and l, neither identical to i or j, is found in the neighborhoodof i and j. For each shift �pji , a corresponding �rlk is found so that the total energyand momentum in the i; j; k; l system is conserved. However, the actual momentumshift of a particle is formed as the composant of many contributions, so the abovepair compensation mechanism is not perfect. The mismatch is reected in a nonunitvalue � used to rescale the �rlk terms.The k; l pair should be the particles `closest' to the pair a�ected by the BE shift, inthe spirit of local energy conservation. One option would here have been to `lookbehind the scenes' and use information on the order of production along the string.However, once decays of short-lived particles are included, such an approach would19



still need arbitrary further rules. We therefore stay with the simplifying principleof only using the produced particles.Looking at W+W� events and a pair i; j with both particles from the same W, itis not obvious whether the pair k; l should also be selected only from this W or ifall possible pairs should be considered. Below we have chosen the latter as defaultbehaviour, but the former alternative is also studied below.One obvious measure of closeness is small invariant mass. A �rst choice wouldthen be to pick the combination that minimizes the invariant mass mijkl of all fourparticles. However, such a procedure does not reproduce the input f2(Q) shapevery well: both the peak height and peak width are signi�cantly reduced, comparedwith what happens in the BE0 algorithm. The main reason is that either of k orl may have particles identical to itself in its local neighbourhood. The momentumcompensation shift of k is at random, more or less, and therefore tends to smearthe BE signal that could be introduced relative to k's identical partner. Notethat, if k and its partner are very close in Q to start with, the relative change �Qrequired to produce a signi�cant BE e�ect is very small, approximately �Q / Q.The momentum compensation shift on k can therefore easily become larger thanthe BE shift proper.It is therefore necessary to disfavour momentum compensation shifts that breakup close identical pairs. One alternative would have been to share the momentumconservation shifts suitably inside such pairs. We have taken a simpler course, byintroducing a suppression factor 1 � exp(�Q2kR2) for particle k, where Qk is theQ value between k and its nearest identical partner. The form is �xed such thata Qk = 0 is forbidden and then the rise matches the shape of the BE distributionitself. Speci�cally, in the third algorithm, BEm, the pair k; l is chosen so that themeasure Wijkl = (1� exp(�Q2kR2))(1� exp(�Q2lR2))m2ijkl (9)is maximized. The average � value required to rescale for the e�ect of multipleshifts is 0.73, i.e. somewhat below unity.The BE� algorithm is inspired by the so-called � measure [18] (not the be confusedwith the � parameter of f2(Q)). It corresponds to a string length in the Lund stringfragmentation framework. It can be shown that partons in a string are colour-connected in a way that tends to minimize this measure. The same is true forthe ordering of the produced hadrons, although with large uctuations. As above,having identical particles nearby to k; l gives undesirable side e�ects. Thereforethe selection is made so thatWijkl = (1� exp(�Q2kR2))(1� exp(�Q2lR2))min(12 permutations)(mijmjkmkl; mijmjlmlk; : : :) (10)is maximized. The denominator is intended to correspond to exp �. For cases where20
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Figure 4: The di�erence in xp distributions of hadronic W decays between fullyhadronic and semi-leptonic e+e� ! W+W� events. Data from [34]. (b) is a detailview of the region close to the origin in (a).between the hadronic and leptonic W decays is therefore the result of a subtrac-tion between almost equally large numbers, thereby emphasizing details of thealgorithms.Thus, in all our algorithms, the energy-momentum conservation procedure reducesthe e�ect of BE enhancement in the xp spectra at small xp. Indeed the enhance-ments are in all cases much smaller than is indicated by data. Given the largeexperimental errors we do not take this seriously, in particular since L3 and OPALdo not con�rm the DELPHI observation [42]. However, should the signal in [34] sur-vive an increase in statistics, it would not necessarily rule out our local reweightingapproach as such, but need only indicate that we still have a problem with the ap-proach to the energy-momentum conservation issue. A di�erence at small xp couldalso be caused by other physics mechanisms, such as colour rearrangement [16,17].We now proceed to estimate the BE-induced shift in the measured W mass m4jW.Since our algorithms preserve the notion that each particle belongs to a given W,it is easy to obtain a shift in each event by simply calculating the invariant massof the decay products of each W before and after the BE algorithm. The averageshift is presented in table 1 in the column denoted h�m4jWi. It is clear that the shiftsobtained with the new algorithms are smaller than our previous result in [6]1. Thisis to be expected as the energy is conserved locally by pushing pairs of particlesaway from each other, counteracting the BE-induced shift. Especially in the BE3and BE32 schemes, the opposing shift is calculated between the same particles as1The corresponding value in [6] is somewhat lower due to a minor error in the averagingprocedure. 23



model h�mWi �hm4j0W i �hm4jAW i �hm4jBW i �hm4jCW i�1 �4 �8 �8 �8(170 GeV)BE0 130BE3 �8 �6 �4 1 �6BE32 �9 �8 �3 �5 �2BE� 38 38 16 15 12BEm 75 69 15 13 14BE0m 59 50 2 8 �5BE00m 102 93 26 25 23BELm 60 44 17 19 11BEpeakm 75 70 18 13 16(190 GeV)BEm 183 191 23 25 14BE0m 127 114 �8 �14 �8Table 1: Shifts in MeV of the measured mass m4jW for di�erent models and di�er-ent mass reconstruction methods. The top number in each column indicates thestatistical error for a simulated sample of 4� 105 events. The event samples weregenerated at 170 GeV center of mass energy (except the last two rows which weregenerated at 190 GeV) and the �ts were restricted to 78:25 < m4jW < 82:25 GeV(except the row BEpeakm uses 79:2 < m4jW < 81:3 GeV).are a�ected by the BE shifts, and it is not surprising that the total shift in theW mass is close to zero. Put another way, we have previously argued, on physicsgrounds, that weights above unity naturally leads to a positive W mass shift, andit follows in the same spirit that weights below unity gives a negative W massshift. In the BE3 and BE32 schemes, weights above and below unity are tunedin such a way that their net e�ect is expected to cancel, exactly for energy andapproximately for the W mass.In table 1 we also present the result for some variations of the BEm scheme. BE0mis explained below. For BE00m, if a pair of identical bosons come from the same W,only pairs of particles from this W are considered for the energy compensating shift.In BELm, the shifts �pji and �rji are calculated in the center of mass system of eachpair instead of in the lab system. In both these cases the changes are moderate andremind us that there are uncertainties due to the details in the implementation.It has been noted that a real measurement of m4jW would mostly be sensitive tothe peak position of the mass distribution, and in [9] it was found that the smallBE-induced shift in h�m4jWi mostly stem from the tails of the distribution. TheBE shift thus almost disappears if the mass is obtained from a �t to a relativistic24



Breit{Wigner (plus background). Doing the same with our algorithms we �nd nosigni�cant decrease of the BE shift, however, as seen in the column denoted �hm4j0W iin table 1. It is possible this partly comes from the di�erence between models withglobal weights and those without. Speci�cally, if the average value of the globalweight has a nontrivial energy dependence, then the weighting procedure wouldskew the wings. However, this is just a guess, and further studies are required tosettle the issue.It is clear that the mass shift in our algorithms would mostly come from the softestparticles in the events. These are also the ones that are most di�cult to associateto one or the other of W+ and W�. To achieve a more experimental-like situationwe therefore ignore what the generator tells us about the origin of each �nal-stateparticle and instead perform a jet clustering in the same way as in [16]. Threedi�erent strategies are studied for associating jets with either W boson, denotedA, B, and C in table 1. In all cases the LUCLUS jet clustering algorithm [7] is usedto reconstruct exactly four jets. These are then paired together to represent a W+and a W�. In each event the combination (j1j2)(j3j4) is chosen which minimisesjmj1j2 � 80j + jmj3j4 � 80j (A) or jmj1j2 � 80 + mj3j4 � 80j (C) or maximizes theangles between the jets �j1j2 + �j3j4 (B). The reconstructed mass distribution isthereafter again �tted to extract a peak position.In all cases the BE-induced shift is reduced. It seems that the BE-shifts increasesthe likelihood that soft particles become misassigned in such a way that the mo-menta of the W's are increased. (We remind that, by energy conservation, anincreased W momentum corresponds to a decreased W mass.) To see how this cancome about, assume that the four jets of an event separate into one W+ and oneW� hemisphere, i.e that the two jets of the W+ (W�) have a positive longitudinalmomentum with respect to the W+ (W�) direction of motion. Stray particles inthe `wrong' hemisphere would then have a large likelihood of being misassigned.Such a misassignment removes particles with momentum opposite to the motionof the W itself and adds them to the other W, thus increasing the reconstructedmomentum of both. Since our implementation of BE e�ects tends to enhance par-ticle production in the central region of the event and particularly the migrationof particles in the direction of the other W, we would then expect an e�ect of theobserved sign. When the jets of a W are not in the same hemisphere, the e�ectsof misassignments could more easily go either way, so the inuence on the W massshould be reduced. To quantify e�ects, consider events aligned with the W+ alongthe +z axis and then require �pz = jpzq1 � pz�q2j + jpzq3 � pz�q4j < ECM=2, usinggenerator information about the z-components of the initial quarks from the Wdecays (W+ ! q1�q2, W� ! q3�q4). Using a simple cut at pz = 0 we can get anestimate of the BE-induced misassignment e�ects by studying the di�erence in pzdistribution of particles from one W with and without BE-cross-talk. The resultis shown in Fig. 5 for the BEm algorithm and we see that the misassignment is25
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Figure 5: The di�erence between the pz distribution with and without BE cor-relations between the W's according to the BEm algorithm, for events withjpzq1 � pzq2j + jpzq3 � pzq4j < Ecm=2. pz for a particle is the momentum com-ponent along the direction of the W from which it was produced.indeed increased. Integrating the curve in Fig. 5 we �nd an average increase in theW momentum of the order of 100 MeV, which would correspond to a shift in thereconstructed W mass of about �40 MeV. Note that this shift is negative, so thestatement in our previous publication [6] that BE e�ects necessarily would increasethe measured mass in not quite true. Note also that one could imagine that BEe�ects in this way could a�ect the measured mass even if the actual W massesare una�ected. For the BE32 algorithm, however, the BE-induced misassignmente�ects are much smaller and we see no e�ect for the A, B and C reconstruction intable 1.Looking more closely at the e�ects of reconstruction method A, we see in table 2that without any BE cross-talk, the measured W mass is a�ected di�erently fordi�erent event topologies (again using �pz above as a topology measure). For small�pz the mass is shifted downwards, while for larger �pz, the shift is positive. Intable 2 we also see that the direct BE shift is positive everywhere, although largestat small �pz. But with BE cross-talk, the reconstruction e�ects are also changed,and the reconstructed mass is lowered everywhere as compared with the case of nocross-talk. At small �pz, where the direct BE shift is largest, the additional negativeshift due to BE-induced reconstruction e�ects is also larger, and everywhere thedirect BE shift is more or less compensated by BE e�ects in the reconstruction.Above we noted the increase in �tted W width in some global weight models. Alsoin our models is the width increased by BE e�ects, table 3. The order of the widthincrease is 40 MeV, i.e. comparable with what is found in the global models. In26



shift low medium high�hm4jAW i no BE -62 +175 +189�hm4j0W i BEm +88 +64 +52�hm4jAW i BEm -137 +139 +134�hm4jAW i BEm +13 +28 -3Table 2: Shifts in the W mass peak position due to reconstruction and BE e�ectsfor di�erent topologies. Low means �pz < ECM � 0:4, high means �pz > ECM �0:6. �hm4jAW i is the shift in the peak position due to the reconstruction, while�hm4j0W i and �hm4jAW i are de�ned as for table 1. The statistical error is everywherearound 10 MeV. Note the relation �hm4jAW i = �hm4j0W i + �hm4jAW i(BE � no BE),i.e. the observable W mass shift by BE e�ects is the sum of the theoretical massshift for `correct' assignment of particles and the mass shift by `erroneous' particleassignments when moving from the no-BE to the BE world.retrospect, a broadening of the W peak is a not unnatural consequence of the uc-tuations in the BE-induced W mass shifts. That is, till now we have discussed theshift of the average W mass in a large event sample. The shift in each individualW mass is much larger, typically 200 MeV, cf. table 3. This variability is ratherweakly correlated with the W mass itself, but is instead mainly given by the W de-cay angles and uctuations in the fragmentation process. The observable W widthis therefore increased in relation to the width of the BE mass shift distribution.A crude addition in quadrature gives the right order of magnitude of the e�ects,�h�Wi � �2BE=2h�Wi � 2�2BE=h�Wi. One should note, however, that the error onthe W width determination is rather large, so it is doubtful whether a 40 MeVincrease in the W width will be observable at LEP 2. Speci�cally, our models giveonly a very modest drop of peak height, Fig. 6, and the total cross section in thecentral peak is essentially unchanged. This should be contrasted with the modelof Fia lkowski and Wit, where there is a signi�cant increase of the low-mass tail,beyond the range of the W peak �t, and a corresponding drop of the peak value.Whereas thus an increase of the W width seems to be a common phenomenon inmany models, the di�erence is whether this is mainly a broadening of the centralmass peak or also has signi�cant implications for the wings.In [6] we noted that the shift in m4jW increases with the center of mass energy,and explained why this is a natural behaviour. This is still true e.g. for the BEmmodel, as seen in Fig. 7. However, the argumentation is based on the assumptionthat the fragmentation regions of the W+ and the W� do overlap signi�cantly, asis the case over the LEP 2 energy range. At very high energies the shift shouldgo away, since here the W's decay only after they have travelled well apart. Theseparation of the decay vertices can be taken into account, approximately, by using27
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model �BE �h�4j0W i �h�4jAW i �h�4jBW i �h�4jCW i�10 �31 �34 �28BE3 36 6 44 49 49BE32 47 8 28 27 39BE� 250 80 48 36 29BEm 190 34 44 39 42BE0m 180 31 66 76 70BE00m 140 6 54 51 44BELm 170 29 28 24 30BEpeakm 190 56 48 49 28Table 3: The �tted width for di�erent models and di�erent mass reconstructionmethods. Notation as in table 1. Also shown is �BE, the Gaussian width of thetrue BE-induced mass shift.a modi�ed radius in the f2(Q) function in equation 3 when calculating shifts forparticles from di�erent W bosons (but not from the same W). Speci�cally, theprocedure described in [16] is used to generate the distance �R between the decayvertices of the two W's, based on a Monte Carlo sampling of the expected W decaydistribution as a function of the W mass. We then de�ne a modi�ed version ofBEm, denoted BE0m, withf+�2 (Q) = 1 + � exp(Q2(R + �R)2) (12)for pairs from di�erent W's. In Fig. 7 it is seen that the separation does indeed lowerthe shift, but the shift still rises with the center of mass energy until around 400GeV, whereafter it slowly decreases. The e�ect of the experimental reconstructionprocedures can be seen from table 1, where the BEm model shows the expectedincrease, while BE0m remains close to zero and possibly is decreasing towards morenegative values. The net uncertainty therefore indeed does seem to increase overthe LEP 2 energy range.5 ConclusionsThis paper has two objectives: to take a critical look at the modelling of BE e�ects,especially for its impact on the W mass, and to develop improved versions of localweight algorithms.Today the `global weight' approach to the BE phenomenon dominates. However,many global weight schemes have basic weaknesses, in areas such as the theoreticalone of factorization or the experimental ones of comparisons with Z0 total and29



partial widths, cross sections, jet rates, and so on. Furthermore, one can easilysee ways to construct global weight models that could give misleading results,e.g. if the average BE weight has a nontrivial dependence on the mass of eachW or on the jet topology of the W decays. In general, the arbitrariness of theweight rescaling schemes probably is the limiting factor when trying to extractreliable predictions out of several current global weight algorithms. Even whenfactorization is respected, there is no unique recipe for how BE e�ects could couplethe two W hadronization processes.Therefore we do not consider the matter settled. The local weight approach iscertainly not free of objections, but it does address and solve some of the basicissues that the pure global weight approach does not. However, just as there exista multitude of mutually contradictory global models in the literature, one canconstruct many kinds of local models. In this paper we have come up with fourmain alternatives to the scheme in [6]. For technical simplicity, all four are basedon the same kind of momentum shifting strategy as in the original one, but theyare still su�ciently di�erent to probe a wide space of local weight models. Themodels are in this paper applied to the topical issue of the W mass, but clearly canbe used also for Z0 physics and other studies. Therefore, should the experimentalverdict be that no BE e�ects connect the two W's, the algorithms we have proposedhere could still be used to explore other aspects of the BE phenomenon. Should ane�ect be found, on the other hand, it would be even more interesting to understandwhether the algorithms can be discriminated by more detailed comparisons withLEP 1 data.In our original paper [6] we stated that the model studied there was likely to givean estimate of the maximal possible e�ects, with the real ones some unknownfraction thereof. Indeed, the models studied here at most reach three quarters ofthe original W mass shift, and range down to essentially zero mass shift. This isbased on untuned models, however, and we expect that a careful tuning to Z0 datawould bring up the numbers somewhat. Global weight models cluster around zero.There are exceptions that show some shift, but none anywhere near as big as ouroriginal scenario. Furthermore, with the new models we now have the possibility tostudy the impact of the experimental procedures used to extract a W mass. Unlikethe results of ref. [9], a �t to the peak position of the W Breit-Wigner does notsigni�cantly reduce the theoretical mass shift in our models. Instead a reductionoccurs by another mechanism: the shift of the momenta of particles belonging toone W in the direction of the other W. So long as these particles are bookkeptwith their original W, it is precisely this mechanism that reduces the W momentaand hence increases the W masses in the �rst place. When particles are shiftedso far that they tend to be assigned to the `wrong' W, however, the reconstructedmomentum of each W can instead increase and the W mass shift is thereby reduced.In the end, we therefore remain with W mass shifts up to at most 30 MeV at30



170 GeV. These models still have to be retuned somewhat, cf. Fig. 2, and theuncertainty would increase with energy, but something like 50 MeV seems to bea safe upper limit over the LEP 2 energy range. All the numbers here refer toour attempts at reproducing a sensible experimental procedure. As we have seen,however, the BE phenomenon does involve low-momentum particle and containsnontrivial dependences on the event topology, so the only realistic numbers arethose that are obtained by the experimental collaborations, with their selectioncuts and within their acceptance. Disregarding such issues, it would be tempting totake some kind of average of the di�erent model studies, ours and those of others,and claim that the uncertainty on the W mass from BE e�ects is even smaller,maybe not more than 10{15 MeV. However, nature is not a democratic compromizebetween ten models. There exists one correct description of BE e�ects and, if weare honest, we have to admit that all the models we use are likely to be awedwith respect to this truth. Therefore an estimate of the uncertainty had better bebased on the most `pessimistic' scenario that is not in blatant disagreement withexisting data.This does not mean prospects are hopeless. The DELPHI [13] and ALEPH [14]studies point the way to constraining the amount of cross-talk occuring betweenthe W+ and W� hadronic systems, once the statistics is improved. An observationof no cross-talk would certainly settle the issue, in the sense that we (at leastcurrently) do not know of any way to construct a BE model that would give aC�2(Q) � 1 (eq. (11)) and still induce a W mass shift. However, note that theconverse does not hold: models with similar nonunity C�2 (Q) shapes may disagreeon the W mass shift value. What can be said, however, is that the closer C�2 (Q) isconstrained to unity, the smaller the maximum imaginable W mass shift.While clearly the observation of BE e�ects spanning the two W's would be veryexciting, also a null result would be very interesting and in need of an explanation.(How do two hadronizing systems, that clearly overlap in space and time, managenot to feel each other?) Continued BE studies therefore are well worth the e�ort.AcknowledgementsWe would like to thank B. Andersson, K. Fia lkowski, U. Heinz, S. Jadach,R. M�ller, M. Ringn�er, �S. Todorova{Nov�a and A. Tomaradze for useful discus-sions. The opinions expressed in this paper are our own, however.
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